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B R I L L I A N T, LO N G -L A STING COLOR

BO T T L E

SUNDIAL Bottle Coatings are an innovative process for producing durable,
Our depth of powder coating expertise lead to our solving the problem of
premature curing of UV nail gel caused by light penetration through glass.
Using proprietary methods, we are able to create an adhesive bond between
exists. Our process ensures precise coverage and full protection while eliminating
streaking and uneven distribution that result in unbalanced bottle weight. Our
highly chemical-resistant powder formula is impervious to nail polish chemicals.

the polish inside the bottles so consumers can see the color they are choosing.
Compared to liquid coatings, powder coating offers a greater shelf life, works
more reliably and preserves the original diameter of the bottle neck threads.
Because powder coating is an eco-friendly solution, nail polish manufacturers
can also tout this environmentally safe process for their industr y.

LONG-LA STING

SUNDIAL’s precise color matching technique can virtually replicate the color of

BRILLIANT,

powder and glass…no small feat, given that no natural electrostatic attraction

C OAT I NG S

long-lasting environmentally friendly color for cosmetic bottle applications.

COLOR
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F U L LY C U S T O M I Z ED DESIGNS
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When powder coating a nail polish bottle or any other glass cosmetic container
one is limited only by one’s imagination. SUNDIAL can customize a wide range of
and textures. Should you need to differentiate various lines by color or design,
we can also create an entirely original look for your container applying unique
graphic treatments together with your logo and any special design or lettering.

SUNDIAL Bottle Coating is more than an assembly line powder coating service.
the proper formula for maximum effectiveness. We also offer a full complement
of design and graphics services that will result in a highly original nail gel bottle.
We offer pad printing, silk-screening, labeling and deco design. If you have a
unique logo, brand identity or corporate style, we can duplicate your graphics

} SUNDIAL can create an entirely original look for your container
using your designated graphic treatments, logo and lettering.~
— Shivie Dhillon, SunDial Powder Coatings

DESIGNS

and messaging and render them perfectly on your powder-coated bottles.

CUSTOMIZED

We have spent countless hours of research, perfecting our craft and developing

FULLY

GRAPHIC APPLICATIONS

SERVI C ES

colors and blended hues to match any unique color including various metallics
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